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News

Brueggeman Fellows present studies

Students reflect on their extended living-learning experiences

A prominent activist visited campus to
discuss sexual violence
and rape prevention
and awareness. Staff
Writer Rich Meyer has
the story.

See Page 5

Sports

Haven’t had enough
of Xavier men’s basketball? Sports Editor
Tim Wilmes recaps
the team’s season and
NCAA appearance.

See Page 6

Op-Ed

By Justin Worthing
Staff Writer
Xavier’s 2013-14 Brueggeman
Fellows regrouped in Kennedy
Auditorium last week to share the
stories of their travels and the implications of their research. Last
year’s seven Fellows traveled to
three continents, studying topics
ranging from community organizing in post-communist Eastern
Europe to occupational therapy in
Latin America.
Each Fellow applied one year
before leaving for his or her trip.
Between acceptance and departure, they spent that academic year
making necessary preparations for
their travels. The Fellows also received a $3,000 travel grant to help
cover expenses.
Fellow Christine Ulrich condensed her 10-week trip studying
the normalization of children in
South Africa’s education system to
a brief 20 minutes. She recounted
the various cultures she experienced while also showing how her
spirituality helped her through the
process.
Tim Holliday shared his experience researching the preservation
of the Pacific Northwest’s Klallam
language — a language whose remaining native speakers passed
away only a few years ago.
Abby Anderson followed, recalling her hike to Manresa, Spain
to deepen her understanding of

Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita

Brueggeman Fellow and graduate student Grace Badik (above) shares reflections about her trip to Slovakia, where
she studied democracy and community organizing in Eastern Europe as part of the Brueggeman Fellows program.

Ignatian spirituality and consider
what implications it has for the
future of Xavier.
Kelly Schmidt, who also traveled to Europe, asked how the
Jewish identity continues to play a
role in Poland after World War II.
She told of her encounters with
individuals who discovered their
Jewish identity late in life, leading to an identity crisis with which
they struggled.
Grace Badik returned to her
roots in Slovakia, examining what
role democracy and community

organizing plays in Eastern Europe
and how it has been understood
by a variety of populations.
Josephine Lando traveled to
her home in Kenya to further the
economic empowerment of women in the country. Much of her
time was spent writing a pamphlet
on business advice for women in
the area, and she received a published copy of it only days before
presenting.
Ryan Lavalley concluded with
a video summarizing his trips to
Nicaragua and Guatemala, where

he examined current occupational
practices in the areas. He stated
that much of the trip built on
his previous experience of Latin
America through the Nicaragua
Academic Service Learning
Semester. Lavalley also said that
structural and cultural factors
make it difficult to improve occupational therapy practices.
The Brueggeman Center
is currently accepting applications for 2014-15 until April
4. Applications can be found at
http://brueggemanfellows.org.

2014 Student Senate election results
Last week, students elected the 16 senators to represent them in the
Student Government Association (SGA) during the 2014-15 school year:

Opinions & Editorials
Editor Taylor Fulkerson
responds to the death of
Fred Phelps, the founder
of the Westboro Baptist
Church.

Megan Brault
Sophia Kvochak
Olivia Capannari
Juliet Louw
Brooke Coughlan Tomi Okunoye
Jake Haigis
Adam Purvis

Evan Purvis
Michael Quigley
Andrew Redd
Abbey Schafer

Matt Schamber
Alanah Stigler
Adam Tortelli
Rob Van Kirk

See Page 9
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Nineteen candidates ran for the 16 positions, and 508 votes were cast.
The senators will be inaugurated on April 13 and have their first session
on April 14.
Senate meetings are held from 3 to 5 p.m. on Mondays, and are open to the Xavier community.
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facilitate business start-up series
Xavier hosts town hall on Students
supporting local business B G C
y

By liz slocum

Staff Writer
In an age where people are
suffering financially as a result of
businesses “going global” to maximize profits, how do we invest in
a better economic outlook for our
community? According to economist, attorney and author Michael
Shuman, our best bet is to start
supporting local businesses.
On March 17, Xavier University
held a town hall meeting to hear
from a panel of guest speakers
that included Shuman, Cincinnati
Union Co-op Initiative founder
Kristen Barker and certified public
accountant (CPA) and Ohio Slow
Money Group member Michele
Bertaux.
All three emphasized the need
for an alternative approach to economic initiatives.
“In my view, an alternative approach would have three different
rules,” Shuman said. “The first
rule is to maximize the percentage
of jobs in locally owned business.
Second rule, maximize local selfreliance. Third rule, try to nurture
not just local businesses in general, but local businesses with the
highest labor and environmental
standards.”
This alternative approach, ac-

cording to the panel, would be for
Xavier students and the surrounding community to rethink the support they give not only to companies that underpay their employees
and promote environmentally-unfriendly standards, but also those
that do not operate locally.
Organizers hope that by increasing jobs and reliance on local business rather than individual
profit (and by supporting only
ethical business standards), individuals can potentially reform
our economy into one that is financially sustainable for both individuals and businesses, as well as
environmentally friendly.
According to Bertaux, this
strategy of getting money through
the system slowly in order to build
a better economy is something
that requires local business to
trust other businesses.
Xavier students, local community members and businesses
must form a network of trust
with the idea of solidarity with
one another.
“On a scale, we have $56,000
worth of loans out,” Bertaux said.
“But I believe in baby steps and
I’m really talking to this group as
potential people to participate in
the network.”

ina

arfagno

Staff Writer
The entrepreneurship New
Venture Planning class will host a
series of four lectures on the subject of entrepreneurship in conjunction with the LaunchCincy
series in Price Hill, both faciltated
by the class instructor, Professor
Joseph Carter.
Price Hill is an area of
Cincinnati with a high unemployment rate. The series works to
help people who cannot find jobs
to create their own and has also
begun working in Madisonville.
“We are expanding the idea to
make it so that even if you aren’t
an entrepreneurship major or minor, you can still have the skills
to start your own business,” class
member Stephanie Fiorelli said.
The seminar will include workshops that allow people to develop
feasible ideas, identify problems,
learn about business models (including the lean start-up model),
marketing tactics and funding
strategies.
Each seminar will require some
homework ahead of time to prepare for the class.
Organizers are still determining who will speak at the events,
though the speakers will be fulltime or part-time teachers with
business experience and business professionals affiliated with

-Paid Advertisement-

Photo courtesy of building-cincinnati.com

Xavier will host a new lecture series that hopes to launch student businesses
in neighborhoods with high unemployment like Price Hill, pictured above.

Xavier University.
Students who participate will
develop a foundation for how to
start a business based on innovation, viability and desirability.
Should students have a sustainable business model, they have the
option of working with the Xavier
Launch a Business (XLAB) program to start their organization.
“The goal is to form a class of
25 people that want to learn —
within a fun filled environment —
and immediately apply what you
learn,” Carter said.
Carter also said that the program is designed for people who
want to create businesses that are

desirable, viable and feasible.
The seminars are open for
all students, as well as the larger
Xavier community including all
students, faculty, administration
personnel, Physical Plant personnel, on-campus police staff and all
Xavier health care providers.
The seminars will be held at
10 a.m. starting on March 29 in
Smith G14.
Those interested can find out
more information on the XLAB’s
or the event’s page on Facebook.
Students should bring a notebook and pen to the seminar. It
is not mandatory to attend all the
seminars, but it is encouraged.
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Xavier's first season in the Big East was a memorable ride, and we
appreciate the support you provided.
From Musketeer Madness in October, to Manhattan in March, to the
return to the NCAA Tournament, our team had much to be proud of.
As we made our first lap around the Big East and a new set of
conference opponents, two things were abundantly clear. First,
Musketeer fans are some of the most loyal and passionate in college
athletics. At every Big East stop, hundreds of Xavier fans filled pregame reception venues and then made their voices heard at the
games, giving us great support on the road. And second, each home
game demonstrated just how special our advantage is in the Cintas
Center. Seven sellouts-including two standing room only crowdsare a testament to your support.
Looking ahead, we are excited to chase a Big East championship in
2014-2015, and we look forward to seeing you in the Cintas Center
this fall.
Thanks again for all that you do for Xavier Athletics.

Greg Christopher
Director of Athletics

Chris Mack
Head Coach
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Breaking the Silence:
Xavier alumna opens dialogue in CF] about sexual violence

March 26, 2014

Xavier public relations society
to offer social media boot camp
BY MIKE CLARK

BY RICH MEYER

Sta.ff Wtiter

Sta.ff Writer

An event called "Break the
Silence by Collecting the Stories:
A Dialogue about Sexual Violence
and Rape Culture" was held in the
Center for Faith and Justice (CFJ)
on March 24.
The CFJ, along with the
Title IX Office, the Center
for
International
Education,
the Multicultural Gender and
Women's Center, Students for
Women's Progress and Xavier
Students Against Sexual Assault
came together to host Lisa
Factora-Borchers, a sexual violence and rape prevention and
awareness activist. The event was
held in a discussion format, where
Factora-Borchers opened with a
monologue of her experiences
and discussed tl1e book. This was
followed by a question and answer
session with the audience.
Factora-Borchers, a Xavier
graduate, is tl1e editor of a new
anthology entitled "Dear Sister:
Letters from Survivors of Sexual
Violence." The anthology is a
collection of works from a wide
range of contributors, both survivors and counselors, designed to
help those affected by sexual violence and rape.
"The contributors are from all
over the world, but are primarily
domestic," Factora-Borchers said.
"There are 50 contributors from
diverse backgrounds. There are all
these people in all different kinds

This Thursday Xavier's Public
Relations Student Society of
America (PRSSA) chapter will be
holding a social media boot camp
for clubs and individuals who
want to improve their promotion
skills.
Xavier's PRSSA chapter is a
club dedicated to helping other
clubs. Their field of interest involves the
knowledge
of promotion, which
i n v o 1v e s
useful
knowledge
m
usmg
Facebook,
Twitter and
Linke dl n.
This knowledge, in essence will
be useful to any club or person
who wants to market their group
in an efficient and professional
manner.
''Witl1 tl1e growing presence of
social media around the world, it
would be nice for these students
to connect to these resources,"
Sean O'Brien, vice president of
Xavier's PRSSA chapter, said. ''We
want clubs to be able to reach out
to students about an event online
and we want success to come as
a result."
Promotion is key to this.

1

Newswire photo by Jessica Bannon

Writer and activist Lisa Factora-Borchers facilitates a discussion about cultural
silence regarding rape and sexual violence. She spoke in the CFJ on March 24.

of professions. They primarily are
people who had a level of readiness in terms of their healing and
writing that they were able to write
not about trauma but about hope,
and resilience and positivity after
their assault."
She also discussed how silence
in the community surrounding
those affected by rape and sexual
violence can be one of the greatest detriments in tl1e healing process for a survivor.
''What I tried to do with the
book was to come up with a resource that wasn't just for survivors but for the communities that
would help survivors know that
they are not alone, that they are

University to host
Walk a Mile event
BY MADDIE DAY

Her Shoes event will be donated
to the Cincinnati YWCA's womXavier
University
and en's shelter, an organization that
Residence Life are pairing up to has worked to end racism and emhost the Walk a Mile in Her Shoes power women for over 145 years.
An entry fee of $5 will be colevent.
The event, which will take lected on the day of the event, and
place from 12 to 2 p.m. on April participants are responsible for
providing
their
12 on campus,
own high heels.
is a march to
Although parraise awareness
ticipation in the
about a nummarch is limited
ber of women's
to men only, there
issues.
are a number of
The student
ways for women
committee for
to contribute to
the event hopes
Walk a Mile in
that the Xavier
community will
Her Shoes.
be
educated
" W o m e n
about
issues
Photo courtesyofwalkamileinhershoes.org who
wish
to

Sta.ff W titer

WA

AMILE
IN HE SHOES

such as domestic violence and
sexual assault against women.
Male participants will walk several laps around campus in high
heels to show their support for
women everywhere.
Each male participant must
have a minimum of three female
sponsors for the event.
These sponsors are expected to
donate at least one feminine hygiene product for women in need
in the greater Cincinnati area.
All of the proceeds and hygiene
products from the Walk a Mile in

get involved can do so by sponsoring a male, donating or just
coming to support the event,"
Adam Manson, a member of the
event's student committee, said.
"Spreading the word is also a big
help."
Male participants can register on Xavier's OrgSync on the
Office of Residence Life page.
For more information about
this event, interested students
should contact Kate Shirk, head
of the event's committee, at
shirk@xavier.edu.

safe and tl1at they are believed,"
Factora-Borchers said.
Factora-Borchers also offered
some advice in the opening chapter of tl1e book, tl10ugh she notes
that there is no universal path.
"I would suggest for survivors
that the first chapter is critical before the rest of the book unfolds.
There are simple messages that,
if they have not been told, they
need to be told: that tl1ey're not
alone, that they are believed, tl1at
they're supported and it wasn't
their fault. I think that if they can
get through that first chapter and
believe that about their own healing, that's probably the best way to
begin," Factora-Borchers said.

Xavier's PRSSA wants to be able
to help other clubs use those platforms to help each club or person
in attendance, witl1 certain tips
and tricks that will help promote
club or self.
By doing so, it hopes as well to
become a club centered around
the assistance of Xavier's other
clubs. In short, its goal is to collaborate witl1 other clubs.
"In what is good for botl1
clubs and
individuals, we really want
to
help
people
promote
th e m selves for
their future clubs,
in t e r n ships and
Photo courtesy of media bistro.com em p 1o yers," Katarina Rejepes, treasure of
PRSSA, said.
The informational session will
be held at 7 p.m. on March 27 in
Hailstones 3. The event should
last around an hour and will offer
clubs the strategies and tactics to
successfully market themselves via
social media to Xavier's student
body.
If a club or person wants to
better incorporate the power
of social media in their goals at
Xavier and abroad, PRSSA encourages them to attend the event.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

POLICE

NOTES
March 17, 11:07 p.m. -An
intoxicated student was transported from Dana Gardens to
Good Samaritan Hospital with
possible alcohol poisoning.
March 18, 12:47 a.m.
Norwood Police cited five students for operating a disorderly
house.

students were cited for operating a disorderly house and one
student was cited for disorderly
conduct.

March 21, 11:55 p.m. Residence Life confiscated marijuana and otl1er drug paraphernalia from a room in Kuhlman
Hall.

March 18, 1:12 a.m. - A

March 24, 12:20 p.m. - A

student observed carrying an
open container on the academic mall was cited for underage
consumption.

student turned in a wallet and
cell phone left unattended.
Attempts were made to contact
the owner. Residence Life was
notified.

March 18, 5:33 p.m. - Two
suspicious people harassed students in the Village Lot. The
area was searched, but no suspects were found. Residence
Life was notified.

Visit our
website:
xaviernewswi re.
com

Connect with
us:

NOTES OF THE

WEEK
Deja vu
March 22, 10:30 p.m. -

March 19, 5:50 p.m. Several contract employees
reported being harassed by a
former student.

Residence Life confiscated a
beer pong table from a room
in Buenger Hall.

March 21, 11:34 p.m. -

Residence Life confiscated a
beer pong table from a room
in Buenger Hall.

Xavier
Newswire

March 22, 10:54 p.m. Xavier Police assisted Norwood
Police with a noise complaint
on Houston Avenue. Three

@xaviernewswire
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Sports opinion: Summing up men’s basketball
By Tim Wilmes

Sports Editor
Last Tuesday’s loss at Dayton
was a peculiar way to end the season for the Xavier Musketeers.
The disappointing 74-59 loss to
NC State in a First Four play-in
game was hardly the way XU seniors would have hoped to end a
stellar four-year career of Xavier
basketball. Losing on the court of
a heated rival lathered with poor
shooting, turnovers and missed
opportunities hung over the players’ heads on the bus ride back to
Cincinnati.
Though the night seemingly
couldn’t go any worse for Xavier
Nation, there were positives to
take away from the Musketeers’
postseason play that should be
celebrated and offer hope for next
year’s squad.
Matt Stainbrook
Anyone who watched Xavier’s

matchup with the Wolfpack
of NC State had to be incredibly impressed with junior center
Matt Stainbrook’s awe-inspiring
performance.
After being sidelined in the
last two regular season games
from a strained ligament in his
left knee, Stainbrook was a rock
for his teammates in the Big East
Tournament and especially in the
NCAA Tournament play-in game.
Providing a true testament of
will power, the XU center battled
through his injury to not only
propel his team into the tournament against Marquette but also
keep the Musketeers competitive
against the Wolfpack.
Even
with
this
injury,
Stainbrook finished the final game
of the season with 19 points,
nine rebounds and an inspiring
play in which he elevated to dunk
a rebound in midair. Still, the

most impressive part of all was
Stainbrook’s determination and
commitment to his team, which
has earned the love of Xavier fans
throughout the year.
Stainbrook even put the team
on his back in the postgame press
conference, saying, “I’m proud
of my teammates, and I’m disappointed for letting down the
seniors … My motivation was
definitely my teammates, my family and Xavier University. When
it came down to it, I just wanted
to reward the people who have
supported me and supported the
team throughout the year, and
obviously we didn’t get that done.
But next year, it’ll be fun.”
If that doesn’t indicate how
next year will look for Stainbrook
and the Musketeers, then I don’t
know what will.

Senior Leaders
To continue the theme of senior leadership, Xavier’s seniors
were certainly impressive in postseason play. Senior forward Isaiah
Philmore averaged 14.67 points
per game and 5.67 rebounds per
game in the Big East Tournament
and NCAA Tournament including
a career-high 23 points in Xavier’s
loss to Creighton.
Senior forward Erik Stenger,
while only playing seven minutes
in both postseason tournaments,
injected energy intoto XU and
managed to haul in three rebounds
in that short amount of time.
And of course, who can forget former walk-on senior guards
Landon Amos and Tim Whelan,
Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita who have undergone years of
Junior center Matt Stainbrook will be one of the key players for Xavier next year. mental and physical exertion for
Stainbrook posted 19 points and 9 rebounds against the NC St. Wolfpack.

only a few minutes of
glory?
All four seniors have
one thing in common:
they didn’t play a game for
Xavier until their junior
years. Their XU careers
have been defined by hard
work and they have provided meaningful roles to
the team, a tradition that
has always been a staple
for Xavier basketball and
will certainly continue to
be in the years to come.

What Goes Around,
Comes Around
Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita
This adage applies to Christon averaged 17.0 points this season.
the good and the bad of Xavier or in big tournament games next
basketball this year. All of the lit- year, they’ll know how to push
tle miscues we’ve seen throughout through adversity.
Expect year-old wounds to
the year — turnovers, spotty free
throw percentages, poor 3-point be healed next year: Xavier basnumbers and missed opportuni- ketball has a tested tradition in
ties late in games — compounded this pedigree. After all, in four
into the Musketeers’ game against years Xavier went from losing to
Marquette in the first round of
the Wolfpack.
However, Xavier fans have the NCAA Tournament to beatlearned by now that the good is ing the Golden Eagles in a confercarried forward and negatives ence tournament to enter the field
will eventually be turned into of 68.
With the best recruiting class in
positives.
People seem to have forgot- school history coming in and an
ten that this was still a young and experienced team hungry to right
inexperienced Xavier team, and the wrongs of seasons past, we
you can bet that next year when can expect great things from this
Stainbrook, forward Justin Martin team next year.
In the meantime, we’ll have
and guard Dee Davis are all seniors
and star guard Semaj Christon is to appreciate this year for what
a junior, they’ll be ready to lead it was: growth in action marked
a more experienced team to the by exceeded expectations. And
while Xavier Nation waits in anNCAA Tournament.
And when young standouts like ticipation for November 2014,
freshman forwards Jalen Reynolds the Musketeers will be working
and James Farr play on the road toward a new season.

Tough season for women’s basketball comes to an end
By Kyle Isaacs

Ohio University, which proved to
be a sign of things to come for
the women’s team’s season. The
Musketeers finished the year with
eight wins and 23 losses, coupled
with a 3-15 record in the Big East
Conference.
There were some bright spots
for the Musketeers during the
season despite the losing record.
Xavier traveled to Ann Arbor,
Mich. early in the season to capture a 79-75 overtime victory over
the University of Michigan.
The Wolverines’ successful
season made the Musketeers’ win
that much more impressive. The
Newswire photo by Adam Spegele
women’s team, which ended its Women’s basketball struggled this year, going 8-23 and 3-15 in the Big East.
nonconference season with a 5-8 Musketeers’ season started with an the Big East Conference tournarecord, hoped for better results unexpected departure, the middle ment to Georgetown. Following
in its inaugural season in the Big of its campaign similarly included the loss against Georgetown, Neal
discussed the challenging season.
East.
an early dismissal.
“From October on, it’s been
Despite dropping their first
On Feb. 14, senior guard
Big East game against DePaul Shatyra Hawkes was dismissed tough,” Neal said to reporters on
University, the Musketeers add- from the team for a “violation hand. “I feel like we overachieved
ed two conference wins in early of athletic department rules,” ac- this season, (but) we were much
January over St. John’s University cording to the official Xavier press more competitive … early in the
and Georgetown. A few weeks release. Hawkes was the team’s season.”
Neal concluded his thoughts by
later, Xavier picked up its third leading scorer and distributor, avhome conference win with a 75-72 eraging 13.9 points per game and noting that the coaching staff will
victory over Providence College.
3.7 assists per game through 24 assess the team’s current position
and despite the struggles this year,
However, the defeat of the games.
Friars on Jan. 18 marked the fiTo make matters worse, the the team ended on a positive note,
Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita
nal victory for the Musketeers women’s team lost its final 13 stating that Xavier will “certainly
Senior guard Shatyra Hawkes was
dismissed from the team on Feb. 14. and began a string of bad events games of the year, capped off by be better the next time we play in
Hawkes was Xavier’s leading scorer. for the Musketeers. Just as the a 56-37 loss in the first round of the Big East.”
Staff Writer
The Xavier women’s basketball team began its season with
a splash, though the breaking
news story was not ideal for the
Musketeers.
Less than one month prior to
the start of the 2013-14 campaign,
head coach Amy Waugh resigned
from her position, forcing thenassistant coach Brian Neal to assume head coaching duties.
Neal was initially tagged as the
interim coach but was named the
full-time coach on Nov. 7. Three
days later, the Musketeers tipped
off their season with a loss at

Season
Standouts

Ashley Wanninger
11.3 ppg, 1.3 apg
Jenna Crittendon
10.2 ppg, 6.9 rpg
Briana Glover
8.6 ppg, 3.6 rpg

Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita

Senior guard Ashley Wanninger
finished the season averaging 13.9
ppg, 1.3 apg and 3.7 rpg in 2013-14.

Xavier Newswire
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Surging Xavier baseball stifled against Illinois
By Adam Tortelli

The Muskies struck again in the
inning when sophomore catcher
Daniel Rizzle singled past the
Illinois second baseman to score
redshirt senior Vinny Nittoli from
third.
After a two-run sixth inning by
the Illini, Xavier responded with
another three runs in the ninth
with RBIs from Rizzle, redshirt
freshman infielder David Morton
batting leadoff and redshirt junior
Brian Bruening, securing a 6-2
victory for day one.
Redshirt sophomore pitcher
Adam Hall (3-0) earned the win
after a stellar 6.1 innings, giving
up just two runs, three hits and
four walks. Struggles ensued for
Newswire file photo
the Musketeers in their Saturday XU baseball lost 3 of 4 at Illinois this weekend, dropping to 12-10 this year.
doubleheader, falling by scores of the game at 1-1. The Musketeers’ Jernigan.
Derek Hassenbeck
The game went into extra in6-1 and 6-2.
only other run would be credited
The first game was a matter of to Bruening, who scored on an nings after Illinois tacked on a run
.340 avg, 14 RBI, 14 runs too little too late as Xavier was error. For the second time in one in both the seventh and eighth.
shutout until the eighth inning day, XU could not keep up with The two teams would be at a
Tres Eberhardt
stalemate until the Illini solidified
when Morton scored off of a the Illini’s six-run outing.
single by junior Joe Forney. Nittoli
Sunday’s game capped off the its weekend assertion in the bot.304 avg, 22 runs, 5 2b (3-1) made his 42nd career start weekend in a disappointing yet tom of the 13th by putting down
as a Musketeer, moving him to exciting fashion. Xavier opened a squeeze bunt with the bases
Joe Forney
eighth all-time in school history.
the afternoon with a strong first loaded.
Xavier (12-10) plays No. 27
Xavier trailed once again in inning as Eberhardt and Forney
.293 avg, 13 RBI, 9 2b game two until Forney’s long sac fly scored from loaded bases off the Kentucky at 6:30 p.m. tonight in
scored senior Jake Forrester to tie bat of redshirt freshman Andre Lexington.

Staff Writer
The Xavier baseball team took
its 11-7 record to Champaign, Ill.
this past weekend for a loaded
four-game series in three days
against the University of Illinois.
The Musketeers got off to
a strong start Friday with a 6-2
victory, holding off any type of
rally posed by the home team.
Junior catcher Derek Hasenbeck
put Xavier on the board with a
two-run homer (3) in the third inning, scoring senior infielder Tres
Eberhardt.

Season
Standouts

Xavier tennis teams shut down Dayton

By Lauren J. Young

In doubles, Knoll and freshFor doubles, DiLorenzo and
Staff Writer
man Jeremy Schneider teamed up Patton teamed up and defeated
The men’s tennis team hosted and took down Andrew Hanley Townsend 8-0. Xavier senior
rival Dayton on Saturday, com- and Malyon 8-3. Xavier freshman Allyson Westling and Wolf foling out on top with an easy 7-0 Matt Bishop and sophomore Zach lowed suit beating Hornbarger
victory. For singles play, Xavier Mueck beat Colin Bernier and and Iffert 8-1.
senior Jimmy Roebker prevailed Andy Druffel of Dayton, 8-4.
“Our girls played well and did
over Dayton’s Aidan Koross 6-4,
“We are happy to earn another what we had to do to earn another
6-3. Senior Mesa Mei defeated victory this evening. Heading into win,” head coach Doug Matthews
Bernardo Sanson 6-3, 6-4, improv- our last month of the season we said.
ing Mei’s overall record to 12-5 need to expect the very best from
This week, the women’s team
for the season. Xavier sophomore every opponent we face,” head will travel to the Trabert-Talbert
Adam Knoll also grabbed a win, coach Eric Toth said.
Tennis Center at the University of
defeating Dayton’s Josh Malyon
The women’s tennis team also Cincinnati to take on the Bearcats
in two sets 7-6(6), 7-6(2), impres- hosted Dayton Saturday night and while the men’s team at Northern
sively winning both set tiebreak- finished 7-0. This was the fourth Kentucky against the Norse has
ers. This brought Knoll’s record shutout of the women’s season been rescheduled for April 15 due
up to 9-8.
thus far. Personal shutouts in- to cold weather.
cluded juniors Daniella Patton
and Lizzie Oosterbaan, and senior Andrea Wolf. Patton took
down Katie Shepherd (6-0, 6-0),
Oosterbaan beat Claire Herdina
(6-0, 6-0) and Wolf defeated Lily
Iffert (6-0, 6-0).
No. 1 singles players for
the Muskies, freshman Sydney
Liggins, held out against Dayton’s
Alex Townsend, 6-2, 6-0.
Sophomore Alex Brinker also
grabbed an impressive win over
Sammi Hornbarger of Dayton,
6-1, 6-0. Lastly, freshman Cristina
Newswire photo by Greg Rust
Newswire photo by Greg Rust
Senior Mesa Mei won his match in DiLorenzo beat Mandy Marchant Junior Daniella Patton went 3-1 this
6-0, 6-2.
singles to improve to 12-5 this year.
weekend in two Musketeer victories.

Upcoming
Schedule

3/26
@ Kentucky
3/28
@ Louisville
3/29
vs. Butler (at Louisville)
3/30
@ Louisville
4/2
vs. Wright St.
4/4-6
@ Geogetown
4/8
@ Miami (Oh.)

Xavier track & field
finds more success

By Nick McGill

Staff Writer
After completing the indoor
season with many impressive personal records, the Xavier track
and field teams took to the track
in Indianapolis this weekend to
open the outdoor season at the
Butler Invitational. During the indoor season, several athletes were
granted All-Big East honors and
the student athletes are looking to
build on of this success in the outdoor season.
At the Davey Athletic
Complex at Butler University,
the Musketeers faced off against
Eastern
Kentucky,
Loyola
(Illinois), Morehead State and
Big East rival Butler, among others. Highlighting the meet for the
Musketeers was senior Craig Krcal,
junior John Kolibab, sophomore
Mercedes Oliver and the men’s
4x100 meter relay team. All four
won their events this weekend.
Krcal captured a victory in
javelin with a distance of 48.50
meters, while Oliver won the shot
put by achieving a new personal
record of 13.08 meters. The men’s
4x100 meter relay team consist-

ing of freshman Matthew Bryant,
freshman Russell Platt, Kolibab
and Oliver won the event by finishing with a time of 42.91.
In the high jump, Kolibab not
only won the event but also set a
personal record and recorded a
new mark for the school record
of 2.01 meters. Oliver also posted
a new personal best winning the
shot put with a distance of 13.08
meters.
The women’s team had several athletes just missing the top
of the podium, finishing second in their events. Senior Abby
Fischer placed second in the 3000
meter race finishing with a time
of 9:58.83, a personal best. The
women’s 800-meter run had four
Musketeers finish in the top five
taking second through fifth in the
event.
After an optimistic start to
the outdoor season, the Xavier
track and field will head back
to Cincinnati next weekend for
a two-day meet at the Oliver
Nikoloff Invitational at University
of Cincinnati. The team will compete against high-level competition including UC and Dayton.

Xavier women’s golf in full swing, men’s golf feeling out grooves
By Chris Behler
Staff Writer

After finishing first in both
of its last two events at the Red
Rocks and Rio Verde Invitational,
the Xavier’s women’s golf team
has embarked for Rancho Santa
Fe, Calif. for the SDSU Farms
Invitational from March 24-26. So
far, the women are sitting in 16th
place after the first day of play.
Hosted by No. 45 San Diego
State, the tournament also features

nine squads ranked in the top 50 in
Golfstat top 50: No. 1 USC, No.
2 UCLA, No. 6 Arizona State, No.
13 Stanford, No. 14 Oklahoma
State, No. 21 Oregon, No. 26
Miami, No. 36 California and No.
50 UNLV and UC Irvine.
This will make for a challenging road trip for the Muskies
considering all of the high-level
competition.
However, Xavier is headed by
experienced golfer senior Ariel

McNair. Averaging a score of
74.86, McNair has been the face
of Xavier golf. Though she has
never finished higher than fourth
place in a tournament, McNair
will look to finish well among top
competition.
The men’s team, however, is
currently in the midst of a twoweek lapse in its schedule. In
recent action, Xavier finished
13th out of 14 at the Talis Park
Challenge.

Leading the five-man squad for
this set was senior Yuki Kato finishing in a tie for 33rd place. Next,
firing out scores of 78, 81 and 81,
freshman Matt Wetterich finished
with a piece of 54th. Following in
hot pursuit was sophomore Matt
Gerard in 58th, after a steady
show of improvement with scores
of 84-80-77.
Junior Tanapol Vattanapisit
took 65th place on 78-85-83 shooting, while junior Korey Ward shot

78 and 80 in rounds one and two
but had to withdrawal because of
injury.
Xavier will begin the Memphis
Intercollegiate set on March 31
as part of a 14-team field including Arkansas State, Austin Peay,
Belmont, Cincinnati, Cleveland
State, Dayton, Georgetown,
Louisiana,
Missouri
State,
Oakland, South Alabama, Western
Kentucky, UMKC and tournament host Memphis.
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Dirty, angry feminism
I
For your information:
Each edition:
The Xavier Newswire is published weekly throughout the school
year, except during vacations and final exams, by the students of
Xavier University, 3800 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 452072129.
The Staff Editorial is written jointly each week by the Editorin-Chief, the Managing Editor and the Opinions & Editorials
Editor. Editorials are written in hopes of reflecting the opinions
of the staff as a whole, but do not necessarily do so.
The statements and opinions of a columnist do not necessarily
reflect those of editors or general staff.
The statements and opinions of the Xavier Newswire are not
necessarily those of the student body, faculty or administration of
Xavier University.
Xavier University is an academic community committed to
equal opportunity for all persons.

Business affairs:
Subscription rates are $30 per year or $15 per semester within
the USA and are prorated.
Subscription and advertising inquiries should be directed
to the Advertising Manager, Amanda Jones, at 513-745-3561.
One copy of the Xavier Newswire, distributed on campus, is
free per person per week. Additional copies are 25 cents.

Write to us:
The Xavier Newswire has a commitment
to publishing opposing viewpoints and
opinions in hopes of fostering dialogue
on campus that includes students, faculty
and staff. The Newswire accepts Letters to
the Editor on a weekly basis. Comments
can be submitted online during the week.
Please contact us if you have opinions and
wish to write on a regular basis or a sense
of humor and like to draw. Find us online
at xaviernewswire.com.

am a feminist, and I believe in the power of the
feminist movement.
Gloria Steinem once said that
“a feminist is anyone who recognizes the equality and full humanity of women and men.”
Steinem and her predecessors
made that movement possible.
On March 25, Steinem turned
80. In her lifetime, the feminist
movement has come a long way.
Throughout the last 80 years,
we’ve seen The Feminine Mystique,
Roe v. Wade, Rosie the Riveter
and the third wave of feminism,
to cite a few.
That being said, feminism has a
long way to go.
We still live in a culture that
accepts unequal pay between genders, perpetuates rape culture and
treats women as objects. In “less
developed” areas of the world,
gender-related issues of oppression and mistreatment are too vast
for me to stomach.
We live in a world that still
needs feminism.
Not necessarily the feminism
of bra-burning, narrowly-focused,
upper-class white women, but
feminism nonetheless.
Now, don’t get me wrong.
Second-wave feminism (that of
Steinem and her peers) was a critical facet of progress for women,
and we would not be where we are
today without it.
But second-wave feminism is
no longer enough and hasn’t been
for quite some time, yet it remains
the image of the “women’s rights”
movement.
Maybe it’s because of this image or simply out of fear of empowered women, but we see feminism as a dirty, shameful word.
Apparently, equality is bad. Damn
those liberal feminists and their
desire for agency.
I am a feminist.
I shave my legs, don’t burn my
bra, like to bake cupcakes, secretly
love romantic comedies and don’t

Photo courtesy of www.makers.com

Gloria Steinem is considered to be the mother of second-wave feminism.

hate men (most days).
My feminism is different from
Steinem’s, but it’s possible because
of her work.
Modern, 21st-century feminism
is not about women — at least,
not for me. Terms like “women’s
issues’ and “women’s rights” trouble me, to be quite frank.
I should back up. I am not
saying women are not marginalized, oppressed, or discriminated
against; we certainly are. The treatment of women, however, is not a
women’s issue; it’s a human issue.
‘Women’s issues’ do not affect just
women, nor do they require the
attention exclusively of women.
As we assert our preconceived
notions of the female gender, we
simultaneously perpetuate the stereotypes of the male gender, forcing us into a gender binary which
benefits no one.
It is important to keep in mind,
however, that gender does not exist in a vacuum. Gender is related
to race, which is related to socioeconomic class, which is related to
religion; the list goes on and on.
These qualities are components of our multifaceted and
ever-changing identities; they
should not define us. As a result, it
makes little to no sense to examine one of them without considering its relationship to the others.
This type of intersectionality is
what defines the modern feminist
movement, even if that’s not of-

ten how it’s perceived.
For some reason, as a society,
we assume that the defining quality of a feminist is anger. Feminists
are supposed to be mad, bitter,
man-hating women who find enjoyment in bitching.
If you ask me, that sounds
rather exhausting.
I won’t pretend that the “plight
of women” doesn’t sometimes
send me off on tirade, because
sometimes it does. It’s an unfortunate downfall of education; it isn’t
always easy to process.
There are days when the reality of the state of our world
leaves me in a dark and twisted
state of sadness, but at the end of
the day, knowledge is power. And
I think that the fight for equality and universal human rights is
worthwhile.
After all, in the words of
Steinem, “The truth will set you
free, but first it will piss you off.”

Sabrina Brown is the Editor-inChief of the Newswire. She is a senior English major from Shelby, Ohio.

First Amendment to the United States’Constitution
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.
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Ref lecting on death Fred Phelps:
Even college students are never too young to die
a public legacy
“L

ove is like riding or
speaking French, if
you don’t learn it
young it can be hard to get the trick of it
later.” - Downton Abbey
I can tell you the exact moment
I grew up. It was the afternoon of
this Sunday last in St. Mary’s, Ind.,
where I said goodbye to my friend
Julia. This past summer, Julia was
diagnosed with lymphoma and
for a while it looked like the initial
outbreak would quickly fade with
treatment. She resumed classes
at beauty school in August and
rocked the bald look better than
Bruce Willis ever will.
And then the lymphoma came
back.
Julia spent most of last fall in every hospital between Indianapolis
and Cincinnati. In early March,
just as treatment seemed to begin
working, it failed and Julia came
home this last week to be among
her friends and family. My best
friend and I were supposed to go
visit her Friday but were told she
wasn’t up to having visitors.
Then, on Sunday morning we
got a call. One of Julia’s final instructions before slipping into her
last sleep was that, if it appeared
she wouldn’t wake up again, he
and I were to be the last of her
friends to visit. And it was in that
very moment, standing over the
catatonic body of perhaps the
most vibrant girl I have ever met
and seeing her emaciated as she
was, that I realized: youth does
not make us invincible.
But what does this have to do
with love? I’ve noticed in my age
group that being the forward one,
who isn’t afraid to say how they
feel and be honest about their
feelings, is held as a fool.
I was told by all my friends that
I can’t tell my boyfriend I love
him because it’s not proper, that
he should be the one to say it first;

but then, that’s what his friends
probably told him, too. I have
friends who can count on both
hands the times they’ve told their
parents and significant others that
they love them.
Our generation either believes
that using the word “love” diminishes its significance, or that it’s
emasculating to be forward with
our emotions; that telling someone you love them is a sign of
weakness and is reserved for the

“There shouldn’t
be this fear of
rejection that
pushes us to
the point where
we never allow
ourselves to love
anything.”
Andrew Del Bene

last scenes of movies where it’s
whispered to the dying party the
exact moment before his or her
life slips away.
Death does not only happen to
“old people;” every moment of
every day of every year, we are a
heartbeat away from our last. Why
then, should letting people know
that you care about them be such
a game? That showing your affection should be through a few rousing matches of Nash Economics,
trying to predict what your opponent is going to do and then how
you should move in response?
Lay the cards on the table and
wear your heart on the sleeves. I’d
rather look like an idiot for telling
my friends and family I love them
than ever risk missing the chance
to.

Staff editorial:
cards and fences
The fence and card-activated
turnstiles installed around the outdoor basketball courts on campus
this winter and the accompanying
usage policy will go into effect on
April 1.
The fence was the object of a

student protest in the
fall. The protesting
students’ critiques
and actions do not
appear to have had any effect on
the administrative decisions regarding fence policy. The policy
will have the ramifications that
students feared it would: it will
restrict court access and usage
hours, limiting and marginaliz-

Letting the people around us
know that we love them doesn’t
diminish the significance of the
word, so we shouldn’t be afraid to
make it clear. There shouldn’t be
this fear of rejection that pushes
us to the point where we never
allow ourselves to love anything.
How can the same age group that
thinks it is invincible and is willing
to drink until their livers hurt be
afraid of the word “love?”
Today’s relationships feel like
a back and forth of “who can be
more apathetic toward the other?”
There needs to be honesty — not
just in front of the casket, or at
the hospital bedside, or at the departing terminal gate — but honesty always so there’s no risk of
ever regretting all the things you
didn’t say.
Julia was in her final sleep when
I said my last goodbye. Heavily
medicated and breathing heavily,
I don’t know that she heard me,
but I feel no shame for letting her
know what she meant to me when
I could. I didn’t know a January
visit would be my last real goodbye hug with Julia, but I wasn’t
about to take that chance.
J. K. Rowling wrote it best: “do
not pity the dead, Harry. Pity the
living, and, above all, those who
live without love.”

Andrew Del Bene is a junior economics major in the Honors Bachelor’s
of Arts program. He is from Yonkers,
N.Y.
ing the Avondale, Norwood and
Evanston communities.
Xavier facilities are primarily
designed for students, no doubt.
The problem lies with the spirit
of the fence: one that keeps out
the ‘other,’ and one of privileging
material security over human dignity and cooperation.

R

ev. Fred Phelps, Sr., the
founder of the infamous Westboro Baptist
Church, passed away on March 19.
The news of his passing was met
with bitter blogging, while a handful of commentators asked that
the public stay uninvolved in the
spirit of Christian forgiveness.
Since the early 1990s, Westboro
Baptist Church has repeatedly captured — and continues to capture
— media attention for picketing
public events and funerals, including those of soldiers who were stationed in Iraq and
Afghanistan. The
group believes
that its mission
is to tell America
that it is doomed
because
“God
hates fags.”
There
have
not been any significant protests
against Westboro in the wake of
Phelps’ passing. On the contrary,
there was at least one small “counter-protest” at a Lorde concert
with a sign that said “sorry for
your loss.”
Phelps’ passing has raised
questions about the stability of
the church without his presence,
but it seems that on the contrary,
Phelps’ death has made ripples,
not waves.
In effect, Phelps’ death provoked much ado about nothing,
save for some angry words.
Phelps is one of those public
figures that most Americans love
to hate, much like Osama Bin
Laden. I can only think of three
or four figures who have been
public objects of hatred and scorn
immediately after death, which is
usually taboo.
Most public enemies seem to
have brought this upon themselves: Bin Laden led the Taliban
through terrorist attacks and a decade of evading the U. S. Armed
Forces. Margaret Thatcher overhauled the British government,
scrapping public benefits and
opening the door to union busting. Augusto Pinochet led a coup
in Chile with CIA support, initiating a 17-year period of repression, terror and torture. And Fred

Phelps?
Did we just need a whipping
boy for society, someone to be a
scapegoat for all the limitations
of liberal democracy, and Fred
Phelps happened to fit the bill?
Of course, this isn’t merely circumstantial. That would reduce
the enormous emotional harm
that Phelps and Westboro have
inflicted on countless people, interrupting their moments of joy
and further distressing their days
of mourning. We, as an American
public, do have real grievances
against
Phelps
and
Westboro
Baptist Church,
and we should
not
minimize
them.
At the same
time, Phelps was
never in a position of power. He never called the
shots for more than forty people.
Ultimately, I think that if we
have burning angst against Phelps
and his followers it is because he
did not follow the rules. Other
people, powerful people who
could mobilize an entire country,
or entire army or even a couple
of planes and a cohort of extremists did not upset a social contract
because they lived outside it, in a
sense.
Phelps, on the other hand, violated the sphere of mutual interest that American social liberties
require to function properly. That
social contract keeps us from being engaged in eternal lawsuits. It
is the unwritten politeness that
gives rise to civil discourse. Phelps
flaunted his ability to violate that
circle of trust and the standards
of public decency to get his message across.
In that sense, he never had to
commit grievous crimes or ruin
entire lives to get us up in arms
(or up in lawsuits). He only had to
offend the privilege of American
civil liberties, and in the worst
way.

Why Phelps
was the object
of public vitriol
and discontent

Taylor Fulkerson is the Opinions
& Editorials Editor of the Newswire.
He is a junior philosophy major from
Lanesville, Ind.
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Sophomore Spring Vocal Recital “Ghostbusters 3” in
features Xavier students’ talent the works for 2016

are majoring in vocal
By alex spindler
performance or not,
Staff Writer
get a chance to stretch
The Department of
their vocal chords.
Music and Theatre hosted
Many of the stuthe Sophomore Spring
dents taking vocal
Vocal Recital this weekend
lessons are not muat Bellarmine Chapel.
sic or performance
Under the tutelage of
majors, so these pervocal instructor Harriet
formances give them
Beebe Arrasmith, the voica chance to stretch
es of sophomores Brandon
their abilities.
Langjahr,
Elizabeth
Unlike many maRancourt, Mary Bond and
jor and conservaGriffith Bludworth pierced
tory programs at
the night air with selections
other universities, the
ranging from classical to
Xavier Department
contemporary songs.
of Music and Theatre
Each student sang a few
has taken precautions
Newswire photo by Mac Schroeder
songs that best fit his or
to ensure the incluElizabeth Rancourt performing during the recital in Bellarmine.
her vocal range.
sion of all students,
Rancourt started the evening’s Biebel.
regardless of declared major or
festivities by singing, “If God Be
The excellent acoustics, stirring academic interest.
for Us, Who Can Be Against?” by piano playing by accompanist Jan
In the true Jesuit spirit and comGeorge Frederic Handel.
Corrothers and glorious blend of mitment to the Core Curriculum,
Her lofty soprano vocals as voices made for a very enjoyable students can engage in a variety of
well as Bond’s jazzy mezzo voice evening.
subjects, including music.
were beautiful and rich.
The night was a testament
Senior vocal performance maLangjahr and Bludworth rep- to the musical talent of Xavier jor Jordan Dunn will host her seresented the masculine baritones, students.
nior vocal recital at 7:30 p.m. on
singing songs about romance and
Arrasmith has worked as a vo- Saturday, March 29 in Bellarmine
unfulfilled desire.
cal instructor at Xavier for over 30 Chapel.
In addition, Langjahr conduct- years and personally oversaw the
For a complete list of other
ed Harmon-X, Xavier’s all-male training and preparation of the music and theater events, look
acapella group, through a rendi- four performers for the evening.
to the MyXU Portal for more
tion of “Ave Maria” by Franz
Voice students, whether they information.

By Grant Vance

Staff Writer

Earlier last week,
Sony
officially
announced the long-awaited
“Ghostbusters 3.”
Although this is spectacular news for almost
everyone — considering “Ghostbusters” has
a massive fan-base — it
doesn’t come without a
number of foreboding
circumstances.
Ivan Reitman, the director
for the first two “Ghostbusters”
films, is not returning to direct the
third film.
However, Phil Lord and
Christopher Miller are currently
being considered for the third
film’s direction.
This duo has been getting a lot
of attention lately through their
work on “21 Jump Street” and
“The LEGO Movie.”
Although nothing is confirmed, “Ghostbusters 3” would
be in good hands if they were offered the job.
Reitman has agreed to produce,
but likely will not be too involved.
Unfortunately, only one of the
original cast members has showed
interest in being a part of the
sequel.

Photo courtesy of wordpress.com

With Harold Ramis’ tragic
passing not long ago and Bill
Murray actively declining a part in
the film, Dan Akyroyd seems to
be the only member of the rag-tag
ghostbusting team who wants to
be involved in the new film.
The lack of interest leaves a lot
of room for skepticism, especially
regarding the creation of a new
team of ghostbusters.
This will make some happy, as
it will breathe new life in an antiquating franchise, and others
furious.
With a sequel as controversial
as this, not everyone will be happy, but it is important to keep an
open mind.
“Ghostbusters 3” is expected
to start shooting in 2015 and is
likely to hit theaters in 2016.

“And Then There Were None” chills audiences
Xavier Players first non-student written production is a thrilling success

By Patrick E.Phillips
Arts & Entertainment Editor

There were a lot of things going against the Xavier Players’
production of Agatha Christie’s
“And Then There Were None.”
Due to limited performing
space in Gallagher Student Center
Studio Theatre, one wouldn’t
think there would be space for 10
performers to be onstage at once.
Also, the space would not seem
capable of meeting the demanding
technical demands required in the
shocking moments of the play.
However, Xavier Players’ production overcame each obstacle
with surprising ease, making the
first published production by the
club a success.
“And Then There Were None”
marked Xavier Players’ first production of a published, nonstudent written piece without
the involvement of a university
department.
Director Will Clemens found
ways to fill the limited space, giving performers room while still
creating an interesting stage picture, composed of a couch and
three chairs.
Limited access to set pieces for
the production made the set look
a little mismatched. However,
this did not deter from the
performance.
Clemens was able to have 10

characters onstage at once,
without cluttering the
image.
The actors did tend to be
positioned in the same spots
throughout the production,
which limited their movements and made transition
between scenes slightly hard
to follow.
Alana Yurczyk’s lighting
design was sparse yet effective, creating a ghostly
ambiance.
Her design effectively enhanced many of the shocking surprises of the play.
Though some of the
performances were hard
to hear, Emily deKanter as
Vera Claythorne and Paul
Hogue as Judge Wargrave
stood out within the cast.
DeKanter easily created
a sympathetic Claythorne,
Photo courtesy of Caitlin Mack
using a full range of emo- Paul Hogue as Judge Wargrave and Emily deKanter as Vera Claythorne in Xavier Players’ production of “And Then There Were None.”
tion as she desperately tried to
short, instead of supporting the fully produced a published piece
lem throughout the production.
discover the killer.
Many times throughout the play, dark atmosphere of the play.
with only a few hiccups.
Hogue’s Wargrave was suave characters would leave through
The sound effects used
Now that the club is aware of
and deceptive, always waver- one exit and enter through a com- throughout
the
production the challenges of putting on a
ing in and out of the audience’s pletely different entrance, mud- seemed as though they came from published play, its productions can
suspicion.
dling the image and confusing cartoons, turning one character’s only get better.
Praise must also be given to audience members.
death towards the end of the play
both deKanter and Hogue on
This is problematic in a play into a moment of comedy, taking
Newswire Rating:
their impressive and gritty fight where the audience is trying to the audience out of the play at a
choreography towards the end of keep track of each character’s path crucial moment.
the play.
With “And Then There Were
to discover the killer.
Continuity was a major probNone,”
Xavier Players successThe sound design also fell
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Professionals
in
the
classroom
Cincinnati theater directors D.Lynn Meyers and Michael Evan
Haney share experience teaching at Xavier University
By alex spindler

nervous about making
that commitment?
The Xavier University
MEH: Follow
Department of Music and
your bliss, but have
Theatre strives to feature new
a plan and a backclasses that fully integrate the
up plan.
DLM: Don’t be
academic setting with profesnervous. Just do it
sional experience.
and then be nerNew to students this
vous about making
spring semester is a theatrisure you continue
cal directing class taught by
to get better and
Cincinnati theater professionbetter at your craft,
als Michael Evan Haney and
that you continue
D. Lynn Meyers. Both have
to push yourself to
worked extensively directdo great work. But
ing and directing numerous
if you are nervous
productions in the Cincinnati
about succeeding,
area and across the county.
you won’t.
As part of the new theatre
XN: How different
major offered to students,
Photo courtesy of cincyshakes.com
is
it
to direct and work
this directing class will allow
Photo courtesy of ispycincy.com
students to work with experts D. Lynn Meyers is the Artistic Director for M i c h a e l E v a n H a n e y i s t h e A r t i s t i c D i r e c t o r f o r C i n c i n n a t i in an actual theater as
Playhouse in the Park located in Eden Park in Mount Adams.
opposed to teaching it in
in the field on the many facets Ensemble Theatre located downtown on Vine St.
experience of directing (scenes the academic setting?
Cincinnati Playhouse and have di- teach directing.
of direction in theater.
MEH: Very different and yet
I love Stephen’s commitment and finally a 10-minute play). We
The Xavier Newswire spoke with rected extensively throughout the
Haney and Meyers to get a bet- U.S. and Canada with a concentra- to bring in professionals in the hope they come away from the the same (because of time and
theater to teach and work with his class with a clearer understanding experience). In either case, the diter glimpse at what makes classes tion on new plays.
of what a director does and how rector is there to tell the story of
XN: When did you both first get students.
such as these so beneficial to fine
DLM: This is the first time they do it.
the play in the clearest and most
involved with teaching at Xavier? What
arts students.
DLM: I am hoping that exciting way possible.
I have worked with Xavier as a
Xavier Neswire (XN): What ex- drew you to this theater program?
DLM: Teaching is about helpMEH: This spring, Stephen teacher and I love the school and Michael and I together can show
perience do you have working as both
professional directors and instructors in Skiles (Xavier University Director think Steve Skiles is developing the different aspects of directing ing others learn the craft and learn
of Theatre) is a colleague that I’ve a terrific theater program. I am and help incorporate the skills of to appreciate it as audience memtheater in Cincinnati?
Michael
Evan
Haney known since he was an acting in- working at X because of him.
a director into other areas of the bers; directing for a professional
(MEH): I am currently getting tern at Cincinnati Playhouse in the
XN: Tell me a bit about the class students’ work. We are working theater demands work which
ready to open “A Delicate Ship” Park many years ago.
that you are teaching. What do you hope on 10-minute plays so that they serves the playwright and the
by Anna Ziegler at the (Cincinnati)
He has been in my production to achieve? What are your objectives in can actually direct a project from audience.
Playhouse (in the Park). It is a of “A Christmas Carol” at the teaching a class on theatrical direction?
Any student interested in thebeginning to end.
MEH: We are teaching an inworld premiere.
Playhouse for several years and
XN: As consummate professionals, ater classes should contact the
D. Lynn Meyers (DLM): when he started the theatre major troduction to directing. We want what advice would you give to students Director for Theatre, Stephen
Briefly, I began my career at the at Xavier, he asked me if I would our students to have the hands-on potentially interested in theater but Skiles, for more information.
Staff Writer

ETC’s“TheMountaintop”showcases
excellent performances and effects
By sabrina brown

Editor-in-Chief
Ensemble Theatre Cincinnati
(ETC) did not disappoint in its
production of Katori Hall’s “The
Mountaintop.”
The play is set on April 3, 1968,
the night preceding the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr.
“The Mountaintop” explores
another side of King, including
scenes portraying him as a misogynist, adulterous snob.
When juxtaposed with the
play’s discussion of him as a martyr, father and activist, the audience is given an incredibly human
depiction of one of our country’s
beloved heroes.
This timely production —
running near the anniversary of
King’s death — coupled an impressive script with an even more
outstanding execution.
The two-person cast had the

empathetic friend
and back again
were impeccable,
and she subtly stole
the show.
From
lightly
tugging on her skirt
after making a racy
comment to her
telling proximity to
King, her attention
to detail aided in
creating critical tension on the stage.
Lawrence’s emotional and character
Photo courtesy of Ryan Kurtz transitions proved
Gavin Lawrence as Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and Torie Wiggins as Carmae in “The Mountaintop.”
to be less seamless.
His version of King was comdaunting task of holding an audi- with: a feisty, opinionated and outence’s attention for an hour and 40 spoken woman with the mouth pelling and often humorous, but
of a sailor who is not afraid to his emotional portrayal during the
minutes without an intermission.
Gavin Lawrence (King) and put King in his place, even if it play’s rawest moments seemed, at
Torie Wiggins (Carmae) proved involves smoking, drinking and times, insincere and lessened the
cursing with a minister.
resonance of many critical points
themselves up to the task.
Wiggins’ transitions from a of the play.
Carmae is Hall’s vision of who
Though Lawrence’s emotional
King may have spent his last night snarky, rebellious woman to an

connection was at times a bit lacking, his powerful delivery of the
play’s closing speech was hauntingly beautiful, leaving the audience with chills long past the cast’s
final bow.
The visual and sound effects
in “The Mountaintop,” however,
were some of the more compelling elements of the show.
It rained, snowed and stormed
on stage throughout the play, and
each weather-related scene was
more impressive than the last.
This, combined with an astoundingly realistic set-design and
powerful lighting, transfixed the
audience from start to finish.
“The Mountaintop” runs
through April 6 and is a performance you don’t want to miss.
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